some part to be kept "inside". This phenomenon will also be treated on the same footing as the case where the Diffraction Radiation. This radiation is mainly outside, i.e. in the "free" modes of the fiber, but nothing forbids If the particle passes close to the fiber without touching it, its Coulomb field can be diffracted, giving rise to case we have one quasi-infinite dimension and continuous spectrum.
consider rectangular cavities of finite size in all dimensions, where the frequency spectrum is discrete. In our Photon emission inside the fiber is also like the cavity radiation considered by Nitta and Miyazaki.3 They that we will study here one or a few number of modes, because of the strong curvature of the surface. It is precisely this case case of a lamellar optical guide. However, it is inadequate for narrow S cylindrical fibers, which have only
The Transition Radiation formula, derived for the ideal case of an infinite fiat boundary, can be applied to the fibers can one apply the Cherenkov formula, neglecting the edge effects of a dielectric slab, added coherently, contains Cherenkov radiation as a singular part. Only for broad enough and Transition Radiations makes double counting. Indeed, Transition Radiation from the entrance and exit faces transition radiation"2). It has no threshold in velocity. Above the Cherenkov threshold, adding naively Cherenkov ing guided light in the fiber. Such a mechanism has been suggested to produce X-rays in capillaries ("channeled Transition Radiation ), emitted when the particle crosses the fiber surface, is another mechanism producfiber toward a photon detector, making a position sensitive particle detector.'
sufficiently small angle (cos 0 1/\/) respect the fiber axis, undergo total reflection and can be guided by the CR) inside the fiber if its velocity is above the Cherenkov threshold 1//. Photons, which are emitted at A charged particle passing through an optical fiber of large enough radius produces Cherenkov radiation fiber is bent periodically.
application to beam diagnostics are discussed, as well as resonance effects when the particle trajectory or the parallel limiting case the fiber Cherenkov effect studied by Bogdankevich and Bolotovskii is recovered. Possible parallel to the fiber axis. At small angle, the photon yield grows like the inverse power of the angle and in the giving the spontaneous emission amplitude are given in the general case when the particle trajectory is not where E = iwA is the associated electric field, according to E = -3A -VA0. The resulting photon distribution amplitude R of spontaneous emission in the mode k, M, v is given by A particle of charge e is crossing or passing by the fiber along the trajectory X( (straight or curved). The
The time-independent annihilation and creation operators obey the commutation rules fraction of the mode power, as a function of w We take the fiber axis as z axis. The quantized electromagnetic field A° in absence of the particle but in The longitudinal components E and B of the electric and magnetic fields have longitudinal spin S 0 so that Inside the fiber, the photon has real transverse momentum q. q and iare given by
Outside the fiber, it has an evanescent wave e corresponding to an imaginary transverse momentum m w guided mode is such that
The fiber we consider consists in a dielectric rod of homogeous index surrounded by vacuum (no cladding where u qa, w isa and
The continuity of h, h, f, f and €(r)f at the fiber surface leads to
f±(r) c JM±l(qr) (r <a), Cf K KM+1(r) (r > a),
one obtains the final expressions
Owing to a property of the Bessel functions,
-k GB WE(r) CE , + k(r)
r)
The Maxwell equations lead to (see Appendix) f± =f±if, -ih =h±ih
They can also be expressed in terms of the S eigenvectors e (* i5)/2, times L M 1 radial cos * + sin q and e cos -sin q *, times L M radial functions:
The transverse components ET and BT can be expressed in terms of the radial and azimutal vectors, eT is continuous at r = a, but not L/. So (6) cannot be treated as an ordinary Schrødinger equation
IiI and we can write:
It follows that f and h are proportional to each other (it would not be the case if there were more than one X=b+tV, b=( We assume that the particle follows the straight trajectory This formula is invariant under an overall rescaling of the fields CE and GB since both P and R2 are quadratic we can transform dW/dz I.
Using the two expressions of the group velocity
JITT2L
} is the Poynting vector. In terms of the functions introduced in 9, a simple expression if the medium is dispersive. On the other hand, the power is given by the simple expression This fixes the absolute value of the coefficients cE and cB. However, the electromagnetic energy density has not energy density
The commutation relations imply that the mode A is normalized to unit linear photon density, i.e., a linear make such an approximation.
in (12). In our case, we have no clad and is large, for instance = (1.41)2 2 for fused silica. So, we cannot clad, and close to unity. Then E and E can be treated like independent scalar fields and E is replaced by 1
For optical fibers used in telecommunications, = is the relative permittivity between the core and the determine the dispersion relation Ii between w and k.
This equation together with
from the two expressions of GB/CE we obtain5 17) is either -rr/2 or +rr/2 and, at the Cherenkov point (s = 0), cos( is zero in the whole integration we have a dip at this very place. This is a peculiarity of the odd M modes when b is small. If b 0, then q in shifted to the left, probably for the reasons said before. In the penetrating case, instead of a peak, field discussed in the last section. Eq.( II should predict a peak at wa 2. In the tangent case, this peak is
Much bigger yields are obtained in the small angle cases, due to the increasing contribution of the longitudinal becomes too much diluted outside the fiber that explains the vanishing yields in the four cases small frequency, where the wave travels mainly outside the fiber ). At still smaller frequency, the wave expected. For the large angle -tangent case it is two orders of magnitude smaller. Note the peak at a relatively
In the large angle -penetrating case, the yield is of the order of o = e2/(4rr) = 1/137, as more or less field is less important at high frequency tories. This can be due to the fact that the evanescent the discontinuity of the fields at the fiber surface, The spectrum from the penetrating trajectories are harder than from the tangent (or fully external more favorable for radiation than the opposite sign case. momentum M of the mode has been chosen to have the same sign as the particle's one. This is expected to be particle velocity vectors, (small angle). The angular (large angle) and We have considered fibers of fused silica with n1.41. The dimensionless photon yields wdN/dw is plotted in
The spectrum becomes discrete, given by the "fiber Cherenkov condition" II1 one approaches the case when the electron runs parallel to the fiber over a long distance L,4 with L a/VT w being proportional to VT, after integration over w one obtains a net photon number X 1/VT. At small VT, dv/(v dw) is the interval between wCh and the intersection of the tangent to this curve and the horizontal axis If the fiber draws a planar periodic curve, the resonance condition is straight motion close to a periodically bent fiber will induce monochromatic light in the fiber. This is a kind of where A is the undulator period and L = AV/ the length of one period of trajectory. Similarly, a particle in
(20 undulator will get filled by monochromatic radiation, w and k being related by the resonance condition of bent fiber. Successive encounters will give rise to interference phenomena. A straight fiber inside an electron can be applied to cases of bent particle trajectory or, using the adiabatic approximation for the modes particle, but such photons are quasi-real, therefore, almost orthogonal to the guided modes arge Lorentz factor y. Such an increase is usually due to the expansion of the photon cloud accompanying the Unlike for optical transition radiation and diffraction radiation we do not expect a logarithmic increase at just scattered, but not captured by the fiber, due to the orthogonality between the free and guided modes.
from an upstream magnet or the diffraction radiation from a collimator does not make any background. It is compare with optical transition radiation and diffraction radiation devices. In our case, the synchrotron light Scintillating fibers yield more photons, but may be less hard to radiation than, e.g. fused silica. One can also
The production of coherent light by charged particle in a fiber may have applications in beam size measurement Proc. of SPIE Vol. 6634 66340Y-7
